Safety By Design

CERTIFIED ICE SAFETY & TRAINING
Safety is a Core Value at NOR-EX and our company is committed to maintaining and
driving high standards and it is part of our Mission to improve the safety for clients
operating on ice.
NOR-EX and ENFORM—the safety association for Canada’s upstream oil and gas industry—
have collaborated to develop a Working Safely on Ice course based on Alberta’s Best
Practice for Building and Working Safely on Ice. The ½ day entry-level course is meant for
workers who build or work on lake and river ice covers. Participants receive a certificate
after successfully completing the course.

ENFORM TRAINING LOCATIONS
NOR-EX will deliver certified Ice Safety Training at ENFORM LOCATIONS in western Canada
as described and offered in their annual course guide: www.enform.ca/training

CERTIFIED TRAINING AT YOUR LOCATION
NOR-EX will offer customized training courses at the times and locations to best meet the
training and certification needs of our clients. The flexibility to train your team on your
schedule and your site will reduce travel costs and enable a larger cross section of the team
to obtain certification.

ADVANCED ICE SAFETY TRAINING FOR SUPERVISORS
NOR-EX also offers customized courses providing in-depth safety training for supervisors
and project managers. The Level 2 Safety Training for supervisors covers specific safety
aspects of ice profiling, ice construction and ice maintenance. It is often held at a client
site where field training can be incorporated into the content. The Level 3 Project Risk
Assessment is a customized program in developing a project specific risk assessment and
quality assurance framework to identify, control and mitigate hazards associated with ice
construction and operations.

REGISTRATION
Please email info@norexice.com or call 1-250-299-6668 to explore the best possible ice
safety training opportunities and course curriculum to satisfy the unique needs of your
organization.
At NOR-EX, we have adopted a risk management framework aimed at improving our clients
safe operations in ice. We offer a variety of certified training services and training materials
in the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hazard Awareness
Ice Safety Training (Worker, Crew, Project)
Safe Operating Procedures for individuals and crews
Development of Safety Orientation and Training Materials
Field Level Hazard Assessments for Operations on Ice
Efficient and Safe Ice Construction Practices

Our first-hand experience working on ice has demonstrated the effectiveness of providing
ice safety training to ice road builders and users on the hazards of working and operating
on ice.

NOR-EX has developed safety training materials for clients in
Alberta, NWT, Ontario and Saskatchewan for clients in mining,
oil and gas and transportation.
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